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Introduction
Let G be an abelian group of order n 2 − 1 (n > 1) and N a subgroup of G of order n − 1. An n-subset D of G is called an affine difference set of order n in G relative to N if each element x ∈ G \ N is uniquely represented in the form
and no nonidentity element in N is represented in such a form (see [8] ). Therefore, D is an affine difference set if and only if DD (−1) = n + G − U in the group ring Z[G], where we identify a subset X of G with a group ring element ∑ x∈X x ∈ Z[G] and set X (s) = ∑ x∈X x s for an integer s. An integer m is called a multiplier of D if D (m) = Da for some a ∈ G. An affine difference set of order n corresponds to a projective plane of order n admitting a quasiregular collineation group and so it is conjectured that the order n is a power of a prime ( [8] ).
If n is even, then as (n+1, n−1) = 1, N is a direct factor of G and G = Q×N for a subgroup Q of G of order n + 1. Using this fact J.C.Galati defined a map ϕ from Q to N and showed that for any x ∈ Q and any numerical multiplier m of D, ord o(x) (m) = ord o(ϕ(x)) (m) or ord o(x) (m) = 2ord o(ϕ(x)) (m) (see [3] Theorem 15).
On the other hand, if n is odd, then N is not a direct factor of G as a Sylow 2-subgroup of G is cyclic ( [1] ). We denote by π(s) the set of primes dividing an integer s(> 0) and set H * = H \ {ω}, where H = G/N and ω = ∏ σ∈H σ. In this article, using D we define a map g from H to N satisfying for τ, ρ ∈ H * , g(τ ) = g(ρ) iff {τ, τ −1 } = {ρ, ρ −1 } and show that for any σ ∈ H * and any
. This result is a generalization of a result of Galati on even order n mentioned above. As an application we give a new proof of a result of Arasu-Pott on multipliers m of D ([1] Section 5).
Preliminaries
In this section we give several results which will be needed later. 
We denote by l.c.m.(S) the least common multiple of a set S(⊂ N).
We can easily check the following (see Theorem 1.3.1(iii) of [2] ).
Lemma 2.3. Let G be an abelian group with generators
Let a, s ∈ N and (a, s) = 1. We denote by ord s (a) the order of a (mod s). Proof. Set a = ord u (m) and 
Abelian groups and group extensions
In this section we assume that H and N are abelian groups. A map c : H × H −→ N is called a factor set if the following conditions are satisfied.
Remark 3.1. If we put z(σ, τ ) = c(σ, τ )k −1 , then z is a factor set in the usual sense (see [5] page 86)
The following holds.
Lemma 3.2. If a map
Proof. Put τ = σ −1 , ρ = σ in (1) and use (2) . Then, as N is abelian, we have the lemma.
We can easily verify the following.
Lemma 3.3. Assume (1) and (2) and define a multiplication in
Then the following holds.
Lemma 3.4. Let N be a subgroup of an abelian group G and let S be a complete set of coset representatives of
( * , * ) is a factor set with k = 1 in (2) and G defined in Lemma 3.3 is isomorphic to G.
Proof. We define a map f :
Hence f is a homomorphism. On the other hand, for
, where k =1. From this we have x ∈ N and ( x)
and so x = 1. Hence f is a monomorphism. As |G| = | G|, f is an isomorphism.
Affine Difference Sets
Throughout this section we assume that D is an affine difference set of order n in an abelian group G relative to a subgroup N of G. Clearly Da is also an affine difference set relative to N for each a ∈ G. Set H = G/N .
In the rest of the article, elements of G are denoted by small Roman letters and elements of H by small Greek letters :
We use the following notations :
Lemma 4.1. Let ω and w 0 be as defined in (3) and set ω = N w for some w ∈ G. Then the following hold.
Proof. It is well known that for any abelian group M . 
Proposition 4.5. Let c be a map from H
Proof. (i) immediately follows from Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4. Let σ(∈ H \ {1}) and
We note that the converse of Proposition 4.5 is also true (cf. Theorem 4 of [3] (σ, ξ) ) is bijective for every σ ∈ H \ {1}.
(i) d 1 (H) is a complete set of coset representatives of G/N . (ii) Let c : H × H −→ N be a map defined by c(σ, τ
. By (ii), τ = ξ and so ρ = η. Therefore we have shown that for
. Hence D is an affine difference set in G relative to N .
Multipliers of Affine Difference Sets
In this section we assume that D is an affine difference set of order n in an abelian group G relative to a subgroup N (≤ G 
Lemma 5.5. The following hold.
Proof. As D (s) = D, the lemma follows immediately from Lemma 5.3.
Proposition 5.7. (i) If
Thus σ = 1 and (ii) holds. The following is a generalization of Theorem 15 of [3] . Assume 2 n. Then e G = 2k = e H e N . Hence, ord eG (m) = ord 2k (m) ∈ {ord k (m), 2ord k (m)}. Thus the corollary also holds in this case.
We note that computional results have confirmed the prime power conjecture for affine difference sets ( [6] , [7] , [8] ). In [7] , it has been checked that the order n has to be a prime power in abelian case if n ≤ 1, 0000.
Applying Corollary 5.10 to abelian affine difference sets of odd order n ≤ 100, 000 we did the following test by GAP to get a list of n which can not be ruled out.
(i) Choose an odd integer n ≤ 100, 000 and let {p 1 , p 2 , · · · , p s } be the set of prime divisors of n.
(ii) Let q Then the list is as follows.
